CLEAR FORM SIGNAGE.
Custom engraved acrylic signs have become very
popular. Not only because of the high-end home
theater image they portray but because of their
affordability. A new custom engraved acrylic is a
cost effective method of adding exit or any custom
signage for your theater. With a variety of options
from shape, to background finish , to mounting
options, you can create a sign that projects the exact
personality for your home theater.

CLEAR FORM SHELVES
CLEAR FORM

CLEAR FORM
SIGNAGE
The perfect Clear
Form signage
Illuminate glass or acylic edges and other 6mm
(0.2”) thick material edges. To be mounted to
walls or ceilings. Used for illuminating sigboards,
information signs, exhibition signs.

LED CLEAR FORM SIGNAGE
PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
IL-XTRU-1890:
39.4 in. Non-Anodized Aluminum Channel
The XTRU-1890 LED Profiles are an innovative way to create your own light fixtures with LED Tape Light. Suitable for surface mounting or recessed
installation, these high quality profiles provide a unique way to make use of linear low voltage lighting and are the designer’s choice for creating light
fixtures for commercial and residential LED strip lighting.
The XTRU-1890 Aluminum Mounting Channel is used to hold LED tape light and allows you to create your own custom LED low voltage lighting
scheme. Use these to illuminate glass edges and other material illumination.
Please note: These profiles are only compatible with strip light 0.5 inches wide or smaller. They are compatible with ThinGlow Standard, High Output,
and RGB strip lights.
Standard Size Measurements: 4.5”D x 3/4”H or 9” D x 3/4” H

SPECIFICATIONS
PROFILE 				

LENGTH 		

SURFACE FINISHING 		

ITEM NUMBER

				
1m (standard)		Non-Anodized 			IL-XTRU-1890
					2m (standard)
					2 - 6m (special order)
								
								
								
								
								End cap Stainless Steel 		0963
								End cap 3D 			0962
								End cap 3D with hole 		1452

					
					16ft.			LED THINGLOW			see ThinGlow

All products subject to change without notice.

